FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 25 March 2021
Saminco International Receives Accreditation for ISO 9001:2015
Fort Myers, FL: Saminco International has been recognized again with the ISO 9001:2015
certification for Quality Management System in the design and manufacture of electric
traction drives and battery chargers for the mining and rail industry. This is a continuing
commitment to the Quality Management System, first begun in 2019. We greatly appreciate
the dedication of our employees who work diligently to consistently maintain strict protocols
for quality systems in all our procedures. It is a commitment from all Saminco departments to
continue seeking ways to improve what we do and how we do it.
ISO 9001, as designated by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), is
defined as the international standard that specifies the requirements for a Quality
Management System (QMS). It is used by organizations to demonstrate the ability to
consistently provide products and services that meet customer and regulatory requirements.
Saminco’s mission is “to create delighted customers by providing exceptional products and
service” and is what has constantly pushed and inspired this organization to improve their
products and processes.
About Saminco International: Saminco has been a leading innovator in the design and
manufacture of electric propulsion drives for off-road vehicles since 1992. The company
started in the coal mining industry and has expanded into hard rock mining and other
applications. Saminco International offers quality built products with full service and support,
with offices in the US and South Africa, and partners in Australia and Poland. Visit us at
www.samincoinc.com and follow us on LinkedIn and Facebook: Saminco International.
Barbara Rippy, Marketing Director
Saminco Inc.
239-561-1561
brippy@samincoinc.com
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